Erase Signs of Time, Keep Age a Secret

Hydrate | Lift | Rejuvenate

With aging, collagen and hyaluronic acid production begins to diminish rapidly, while the synthesis of
these two components also starts to slow down. Accordingly, the weakened cellular mechanisms of skin
repair cause damages to elastic fibers, resulting in skin laxity and wrinkling.

MAIONE Advanced
Youth Original Essence

MAIONE Youth
Awakening Serum

MAIONE Youth
Moisturizing Protective Cream

MAIONE Youth
White Reveal Facial Cleanser

Powered by our pioneering innovation, peptide chain technology,
MAIONE Advanced Youth Original Essence makes rejuvenation a
possibility. Infused with the botanical extractions from multiple plants ,
the essence provides instant hydration, keeping your skin supple and
moisturized. The product also helps to maintain healthy skin by
protecting it from daily damages, while restoring ﬁrmness and reducing the appearance of wrinkles.

The serum helps to regulate sebum production and retain moisture,
keeping your skin clean and radiant. The powerful active ingredients
can effectively reduce skin sensitivity and redness as well as minimize irritation, giving you a healthy and youthful look.

The product conceals your facial blemishes and dark circles while
leaving your skin feeling soft and moisturized. Adopting the most
advanced particle technology, the ultra-light MAIONE Youth Moisturizing Protective Cream protects your skin from daily pollution. The
protective cream also utilizes a lightweight and breathable formula to
prevent clogging up pores.

MAIONE Youth White Reveal Facial Cleanser gently pampers your skin
with powerful plant extracts. The product adopts a new formula to
awaken the skin and reveals its natural radiance, delivering an enchanting brilliance. It helps to remove any remaining makeup and impurities,
evening out skin tone. The cleanser also contains moisture retaining
ingredients, which can effectively prevent skin dehydration.
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